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C
hoice in quality and selection.

It’s your dream. And your kitchen. From the 

way it looks to the way it functions, you know 

exactly what you want. With Moen® sinks, 

there’s no need to compromise.

Whether you are a budding culinary master, 

a gracious entertainer or a do-it-yourselfer 

looking to make an impact with a minimal 

budget, you can find the perfect Moen sink 

for your needs.

Visit moen.com to view the entire selection 

of sink options with complete product 

specifications, installation instructions and 

warranty information.

Never settle.

Featured Collection: 1600™ Professional series
Constructed of top-grade 16-gauge steel, Moen 1600 Professional series 
sinks are built to withstand the toughest chores and the heaviest pots and 
pans. square corners and flat bottoms maximize usable bowl area and offer 
an attractive, industrial look inspired by hard-working commercial kitchens.

C
hoice in quality and selection.
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GauGe

to better meet your preferences, budget 
and lifestyle, Moen offers sinks in four 
gauges of steel. Gauge is a measurement 
of the thickness of material—the lower 
the number, the thicker the steel. Cooks 
and busy families may prefer heavier- 
gauge sinks that will do a better job 
of resisting dents that can come from 
frequent use. thicker steel will also 
minimize vibration from a disposal and 
prevent flexing or bowing when the faucet 
is mounted directly to the sink.

16 gauge  
1600™ Professional 

Series

18 gauge 
1800™ Series

20 gauge 
2000™ Series

22 gauge 
2200™ Series

Warranty

A promise is only as good as the 
people who make it. With Moen, you’ll 
quickly understand the advantages 
of having a finely crafted sink. All 
Moen sinks carry a limited lifetime 
Warranty backed by a company 
with a longstanding reputation for 
exceptional customer service.

seleCtioN QUAlitY

(optional lead-in line) Features to consider:

Single Bowl

Double Bowl

Offset Double 
Bowl

BoWl ConfiGurations

Choosing a single-bowl sink or a double-bowl sink is mostly a 
matter of preference. However, there are advantages to each. 

single bowls will accommodate large items even though they may 
be smaller in overall size. Double bowls allow you to accomplish 
two tasks at once—soaking a pot in one bowl and rinsing dishes 
in the other, for instance. Double bowls of equal size are the most 
traditional option, but offset models combine the benefits of space 
with the flexibility to multitask. 

Because every home 
is as unique as every 
homeowner, Moen 
offers more than 
90 kitchen and bar/
prep sink models in 
a wide range of sizes 
and configurations. 
excellence never came 
in so many forms.

Moen designs and 
builds sinks just like 
we design and build 
faucets—with a focus 
on exceptional quality 
and craftsmanship. 
engineered to 
provide worry-free 
performance, a Moen 
sink will serve as the 
center of your kitchen 
for years to come.

soundshield™

standard on all Moen sinks, 
soundsHielD treatment 
reduces vibration and noise 
caused by clanging dishes 
and the drumming sounds 
produced by running water. 
A particularly beneficial 
feature in open floor plans 
where the kitchen is exposed 
to adjacent living areas.

BoWl depth

Moen offers a variety of bowl depths ranging from  
5 inches in bar/prep sinks to 10-inch bowls in  
1600 Professional series and 1800™ series models. 
Deep sink bowls minimize splashing, hold more 
dishes to free up counter space and allow you to 
soak larger pots and pans if you cook frequently. 

Don’t forget: in undermount installations, add the 
thickness of your countertop material to the depth 
of the bowl to get a true overall measurement.

installation appliCations

Drop-in designs rest on the surface of the countertop 
and get secured by clips anchored to the underside of 
the countertop. installation is fast, easy and the perfect 
choice for laminate countertops since the sink covers the 
exposed edge of the hole cut into the counter. 

Undermount sinks attach to the bottom of a stone or solid 
surface countertop. Not only does this installation method 
offer a more sophisticated look, it makes it easy to sweep 
crumbs into the sink since there is no sink lip resting on 
the surface of the counter. 

APPliCAtioN

Undermount

Drop In

You want a sink that 
works in perfect 
harmony with other 
elements of your space. 
From installation to 
functionality, Moen 
makes it easy to get the 
performance that will 
meet your standards  
of perfection.

seCond sinK

Adding a second sink is a smart idea for 
kitchens with two cooks and households 
that frequently entertain. Creating a 
separate food prep station or beverage 
center complete with running water 
prevents congestion around your main sink 
to make your room feel more spacious. it’s 
a practical luxury you’ll appreciate having in 
your kitchen.

Bar/Prep

Bar/Prep
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FiND tHe riGHt Fit For  
YoUr stYle AND YoUr sPACe.
The kitchen is among the most frequently used places 

in your home. Choose a sink that enhances the time you 

spend there—one that looks outstanding, stands up to 

any task and continually demonstrates you made the 

right choice when you selected Moen.

ameriCan made

Moen proudly manufactures most 
sinks in the U.s.A.
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FinD THe riGHT FiT For  
YoUr STYLe AnD YoUr SPACe.
The kitchen is among the most frequently used places 
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right choice when you selected Moen.
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Never settle.
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